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sharks are awesome! - superteacherworksheets - remember that sharks are amazing animals and they
deserve to be treated with respect! about the author lydia lukidis is a published children's author with a multidisciplinary background that spans the fields of literature, ... sharks are awesome! by lydia lukidis 1.
navellier’s private client group sharks, high frequency ... - sharks, while being some amazing animals,
have gotten a pretty bad reputation. the media, including the big screen, has painted the picture that these
sea creatures are the ultimate killing machines and that we should beware of them at all costs! it is
interesting, however, to ponder the fact that amazing animals - shepardson stem elementary - amazing
shark by nathaniel my amazing animal is the shark. it lives in oceans around the world. it is a carnivore and it
eats seals, sea lions, tuna, and other sharks. it can weigh 5,000 pounds. it can be 21 feet long. it can have 2 to
14 babies. the babies are born live. a baby is called pup. a group is called a slew. the predators of my ...
amazing oceans - sealife-mediaureedge - but they are actually groups of animals that live for a very long
time. they are a bit like underwater cities because thousands of amazing animals live there including turtles,
sharks, octopuses and lots of fish. what colour is chloe? that’s right; she is orange and white. who would like to
sing a song about clownfish? okay, sing the words ... sharks, sharks, and more sharks! it’s a shark
extravaganza ... - sharks circling gracefully in the main shark exhibit. they include massive sandbar, sand
tiger and nurse sharks, plus a smaller blacktip reef shark and an exotic-looking japanese wobbegong shark.
point defiance zoo & aquarium is a northwest leader in telling the story of how very much in peril sharks are.
millions are killed (13) shark facts - nc state university - 3rd (13) shark facts there are almost 400 different
kinds of sharks. each kind of shark looks different, has a unique diet, and behaves differently. there are sharks
in all four oceans of the world. some sharks are longer than a school bus, while others are so small they can
live in fish tanks. sharks come in all kinds of colors. most (11) shark facts - nc state university - 5th (11)
shark facts there are almost 400 different kinds of sharks. each kind of shark looks different, has a unique diet,
and behaves differently. there are sharks in all four oceans of the world. some sharks are longer than a school
bus, while others are so small they can live in fish tanks. sharks come in all kinds of colors. most amazing
animals - shepardson stem elementary - amazing guinea pig by isaiah my amazing animal is the guinea
pig. it lives in grasslands and forests around the world. it is an herbivore and it eats fruits, vegetables, and
grasses. it can weigh 2 pounds. it can be 10 to 14 inches long. it can have 1 to 8 babies. the babies are born
live. a baby is called a pup. a group is called a colony or herd. videoconferencing pre/post materials aquarium of the pacific - sharks are amazing predators! they use their triangle shaped fins to swim quickly
through the water and catch their prey. some sharks will eat things like krill which are only a couple of inches
long, while other sharks with bigger appetites will eat large seals and sea lions as their meal. but some can’t
seem to make up their minds about irish sea creatures - notice nature - the largestthreatto sharks and
rays comes from the fishing industry including incidental capture in fishing nets.over six million blue sharks
have been taken annually from the world's oceans over the pastfew years. there is also a very destructive
shark fishery in some of the world’s oceans thattargets these amazing animals justfor their ... the amazing
shark anatomy cartilage instead of bones ... - the amazing shark anatomy cartilage instead of bones all
sharks have cartilage for their skeleton rather than bones. this is very different from humans and most types of
land animals. having this cartilage though is what allows them to move at unbelievable speeds through the
water. sharks - fourth grade team page - extreme deep levels to find food. sharks are very smart animals.
they are very curious about their environment. this has caused sharks to get a bad reputation. however,
humans are more of a threat to sharks. many sharks are endangered due to illegal fishing and killing. it is up to
all of us to protect these amazing animals! sharks have some of the coolest superpowers in the animal
... - sharks need rest like everyone else, but the things that sharks can do while sleeping are pretty amazing.
some sharks must constantly keep moving, so oxygenated water is always moving over their gills, so even
when their sleeping they glide through the water. other sharks can lie on the bottom while sleeping, but do
some odd things as well. sound update - long island sound - sound update newsletter of the long island
sound study fall 2009 there are so many creatures in the sound! long island sound is home to many amazing
animals. the sound provides crucial habitats that serve as nursery, feeding, and breeding grounds for lots of
marine life. from dolphins to seahorses to sharks, this issue of sound the shark-free marina initiative the
guy harvey ocean ... - destruction of these amazing and important animals. we must ensure that sharks are
around for future generations.” shark-free marinas has a message that is being heard worldwide. tipple
summarizes “shark overﬁshing is a serious problem which threatens the very health of our oceans. itʼs time to
take a stand
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